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Abstract 
A realistic modeling of fault-tolerant systems requires to  
take into account phenomena such as the dependence of 
component failure rates and coverage parameters o n  the op- 
erational configuration of the system, which cannot be prop- 
erly captured using combinatoric techniques. Such depen- 
dencies can be modeled with detail using continuous-time 
Markov chains (CTMC’s).  However, the use of C T M C  
models is limited by the well-known state space exploition 
problem. In  this paper we develop a method f o r  the compu- 
tation of bounds f o r  the reliability of non-repairable fault- 
tolerant systems which requires the generation of only Q sub- 
set of states. The tightness of the bounds increases as more 
detailed states are generated. The  method uses the failure 
distance concept and is illustrated using a n  exumple of a 
quite complex fault-tolerant system whose failure behavior 
has the above mentioned types of dependencies. 
1. Introduction 
The increasing demand on dependability has fostered 
interest in  fault-tolerant systems. The  evaluation of such 
systems requires the combination of fault injection tech- 
niques, either on the real system or in a simulated model 
of i t ,  and modeling techniques. Fault-injection experiments 
are aimed a t  achieving estimates for the coverage of the sys- 
tem to several types of faults. These coverage parameters 
are then combined with estimates for failure rates and, for 
repairable systems, repair times to  obtain an estimate for 
the overall dependability of the system. Continuous-time 
Markov chains (CTMC’s) are the most common modeling 
formalism. The  use of C T M C  models is however limited by 
the well-known state  space exploition problem. A general 
approach to  attack the problem is the use of methods which 
obtain bounds for the dependability measure of interest us- 
ing detailed knowledge of the CTMC in a subset of i ts  state 
space (the generated portion). Computing bounds for the 
steady-state availability and similar measures is a problem 
which has received recently a great deal of attention and 
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several bounding methods are currently available [4], [5 ] ,  
[6], [Ill, [12], 2131, [18]. Bounding transient measures has 
received relatively less attention. 
In this paper we develop a method to  obtain bounds 
for the reliability of non-repairable fault-tolerant systems, 
which gives significantly tighter bounds than the trivial ap- 
proach (see, for instance, [ 2 ] )  in which lower and upper 
bounds are obtained by assuming the system, respectively, 
operational or down whenever the model exits the generated 
state space. The  method uses the failure distance concept 
which has been proved useful to  obtain tight bounds for 
the steady-state availability [4], [6]. The method allows to  
obtain accurate estimates for the reliability of systems with 
dependencies which cannot be managed in hierarchical so- 
lution methods [lo], [17] or refined combinatoric methods 
[7] recently developed to  attack the s ta te  space exploition 
problem. The  rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec- 
tion 2 describes the bounding method, which has the useful 
property that  the bounds can be expressed in terms of tran- 
sient solutions of an augmented CTMC model in which the 
non-generated s ta te  space is represented by a “bounding” 
part added to  the detailed CTMC model in the generated 
s ta te  space. Section 3 includes the proof of the non-trivial 
bound. Section 4 reviews the algorithms used for the com- 
putation of the failure distances required by the method. 
Section 5 illustrates the application of the method and an- 
alyzes i ts  typical performance using an example exhibiting 
dependencies which prevent the use of combinatoric or hi- 
erarchical solutions. Section 6 concludes the paper, and 
suggests future research directions. 
2. Description of the method 
We consider CTMC models of non-repairable fault- 
tolerant systems. The  system is assumed made up of com- 
ponents which can be grouped in classes, being all compo- 
nents in the same class indistinguishable from a dependabil- 
ity point of view. The  operational/down state  of the sys- 
tem is assumed determined from the unfailed/failed state of 
its components by a coherent structure function [l] which, 
without lost of generality, is assumed defined by a logic ex- 
pression involving AND/OR operators acting over atoms of 
the form c [n] ,  which have the logic value true if and only 
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if n or more components of class c are unfailed. Compo- 
nents fail following a set of patterns (called failure events) 
E ,  where each e E E is a bag’ of components which can fail 
simultaneously. Failure events with more than one compo- 
nent allow t o  model failure propagation and lack of cov- 
erage. Failure events may have s ta te  dependent rates, al- 
lowing the modeling of complex dependencies resulting in 
s ta te  dependent failure rates and coverages. The  result- 
ing CTMC X = { X ( t ) ; t  > 0 )  is acyclic, has a finite s ta te  
space R U {f}, where f is an absorbing s ta te  which repre- 
sents the failure of the system and R is the set of states 
in  which the system is operational, and transition rates as- 
sociated t o  failure events. Given a € R, b E R U {f} we 
will denote by Xa,b the  transition rate of X from state  a to  
state b and by A, = C b c n u ( f ) X a , b  the  output rate of X 
from state  a. Being B a subset of states, we will denote by 
Xa,, = E,,, Xa,b the transition rate from state  a to  B. 
The bounding method exploits the failure distance con- 
cept. The  failure distance from a s ta te  a, d(a), is defined 
as the minimum number of components which have t o  fail 
in  addition to  those already failed in a to  take the system 
to a failed state. Since the system is down if and only if the 
bag of failed components contains some minimal cut, d ( a )  
can be expressed as: 
d ( a )  = min I m - F ( a ) l ,  (1) m e  M C  
where M C  is the set of minimal cuts of the structure func- 
tion of the system (see, for instance, [l]), F ( a )  denotes the 
bag of components failed in a ,  and Is/ denotes the cardi- 
nality of bag s. Note that  a minimal cut is also a bag 
of components. The  computation of the rates Xa,ud (Ud 
denotes the subset of non-generated states with failure dis- 
tance d > 0) used in our method requires the computa- 
tion of the failure distances from the states in the frontier 
of the non-generated s ta te  space. Trivial modifications to 
well-known algorithms [9], [15] allow the computation of 
the minimal cuts given the structure function of the sys- 
tem when classes of components are considered. However, 
the use of (1) for the computation of failure distances is 
costly when the number of minimal cuts is large. In [6] 
more efficient algorithms are proposed for the computation 
of the failure distances from the states reached from a given 
state by considering all failure events of the model. Those 
algorithms are briefly reviewed in Section 5. 
The  method assumes the knowledge of upper bounds 
X,b(e), e E E for the rates of the failure events and com- 
putes bounds for the unreliability of the system ~ ( t )  = 
P [ X ( t )  = f ]  using a C T M C  X’ = { X ’ ( t ) ;  t 2 0} with state 
space G U { ~ } U { U ~ , . . . , U L } ,  L = m i n m E ~ c I m l .  G i s t h e  
subset of R which is generated and the method assumes 
P[X(O)  E GI = 1; f represents the failure of the system 
from a s ta te  belonging t o  G; the states U d ,  0 5 d 5 L 
“bound” the behavior of X after i t  exits G through a non- 
failed state. The  formal proof of the Let U = R - G. 
’A bag is a collection of elements which can be repeated (see, 
for instance, [14]) and can be described by giving the number of 
instances for each element included in the bag: in our  context, the 
number of instances of each component class. 
G 
Figure 1. State  transition diagram of X’ for L = 3 
and FC = {1,2}.  
method assumes that  there are not transitions from U to  
G. For a given partition R = G U U ,  depending on G it 
could well be that  X had transitions from U t o  G, vio- 
lating the assumption. However, the assumption does not 
in fact impose any real restriction to  the selection of G,  
since i t  is enough to  redefine X so that  U includes copies of 
the states of G reachable from U to  satisfy the assumption. 
Thus, the only limitation imposed t o  G is P[X(O) E GI = 1. 
The  transition rates among the states of G are as in  X; the 
transition rates from states a E G to ud, 1 5 d 5 L have 
values X,u, being Ud the subset of U including the states 
with failure distance d ;  finally, denoting by FC the  set of 
different cardinalities of the failure events of the model and 
by E. the subset of failure events with cardinality 2,  and 
defining fi = x e E E , X , b ( e ) ,  for each 1 5 d 5 L ,  i E FC 
there is a transition rate f, from U d  to  z~~~~.~,d-~}. Fig- 
ure 1 illustrates the structure of X’ .  The initial probability 
distribution of X’ is P[X’(O) = a]  = P[X(O) = a ] ,  a E G; 
P[x‘(o) = f]  = 0; P[x’(o)  = U d ]  = 0, 0 5 d 5 L.  
The bounds are: 
[ur(t)]Ib = P[X’(t )  = f], 
[ur(t)]ub = P[X’(t )  E {U01 f}]. 
(2) 
( 3 )  
The lower unreliability bound (2) is trivial, since X‘ enters 
f when X enters f from G; the upper bound ( 3 )  is shown 
in the next section. 
3. Proof of the upper bound 
The proof of the upper bound will be done through 
a lemma, two propositions and a theorem and will make 
reference to the discrete-time Markov chains (DTMC’s) 
Y = {Y,;n = 0, l , . .  .} and Y’ = {YL;n = 0 ,1 ,  .. .} ob- 
tained by randomizing, respectively, X and X’ with a rate 
A, greater than or equal to  the maximum output rate of 
X (for instance, A = Xub(e)). Y has the same s ta te  
space and initial probability distribution as X and transi- 
tion probabilities qa,b = X, ,b /A ,  a # b,  q,,, = 1 - X,/h. Y’ 
?$E 
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Figure 2. State  transition diagram of DTMC Y' 
for L = 3 and FC = {1,2}. 
has the same s ta te  space and initial probability distribu- 
tion as X' and transition probabilities q h , b  = Xb,b/A, a # 6,  
qL,a = 1 - xb/A, where Xk,b and X i  are, respectively, the 
transition and output rates of X'. Figure 2 illustrates the 
state transition diagram of Y'. I t  is well-known (see, for 
instance, [IS]) that  X ( t )  = Y N ( ~ )  and X ' ( t )  = YA(tj, where 
N = { N ( t ) ; t  2 0) is a Poisson process with rate A. These 
results allow to express the transient solution of X (X') in 
terms of the transient solution of Y (Y'): 
W 
P [ X ( t )  = a] = ('lt)"e-"'P[Y n! n - a ,   3 (4) 
n = O  
M 
P [ X ' ( t )  = U ]  = W e - " t P [ Y ;  n,! = a].  ( 5 )  
n=O 
Intuitively, it  is clear that  the probability that  Y' will 
reach the absorbing s ta te  u~g from u d ,  d 2 0 in m. steps 
decreases with d .  The result is established in the following 
lemma. Let 
Lemma 1 RA(d), m > 0, d 2 0 is decreasing with d .  
Proof From the structure of Y' we can write: 
( 6 )  RL(0) = 1,  m > 0 ,  
R i ( d ) =  2, d > O ,  (7) 
ZEFC 
c z d  
and for m > 1 ,  d > 0: 
Base case ( m  = 1): We show R:(d) 5 R:(d - l), d > 0. 
For d = 1, using (7) and (6) we have: 
Ri(1) = - f t  5 1 = E ; @ )  A 
IEFC 
For d > 1, using (7): 
Induction step: Let m > 0;  we will assume RL(d) ,  d 2 
0 decreasing with d and will show R&+,(d) 5 RL+,(d  - 
l), d > 0. For d = 1, using ( 8 ) ,  RL(1) 5 1 and (6) we 
have: 
For d > 1, using (8) and the induction hypothesis: 
~ E F C  
+ i R A ( m a x { o ,  d - i - 1)) 
~ E F C  
= R&+,(d - 1). 0 
Let us define &(a) = P[Y, = f 1% = U ] .  We have: 
P r o p o s i t i o n  1 &(a) 5 R&(d),  a E ud, m > 0 ,  d > 0. 
Proof Let Ah,f  be the contribution to  X,,f associated t o  
failure events e E E,. We have Ah,/ 5 f z .  Since a failure 
event e 6 E, reduces the failure distance a t  most by i, X,J 
will not have contributions for i < d ,  and: 
Rl(a)  = (9) 
I E F C  
t>d 
Let us denote by U k , d  the subset of U including the states 
with k failed components and failure distance d .  For m > 1, 
taking into account that  f is absorbing, we can write: 
The proof is by induction on m. 
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The proof is by induction on m. 
Case base ( m  = 1):  
U d , d  > 0. Using (g),  
We will show & ( a )  5 Ri(d) ,  Q f 
5 f,, and (7): 
iEFC icFC 
i 2 d  i t d  
Induction step: Let m > 0; we will assume R,(a) 5 
Rk(d) ,a  E u d , d  > 0 and show R m + l ( a )  5 R k + , ( d ) , a  E 
U d ,  d > 0. Using (10) and the induction hypothesis: 
d 
+ E [*+ +Rb(d')] 
tcFC d'=l bEUk+,,dj  
t>d 
d 
Taking into account that  R & ( d ' )  5 1, xbEUk+,,d, X a , b  = 
X a , U k + r , d , ,  and using Lemma 1: 
R m + l ( a )  5 (1 - 1) ~ ; ( d )  
i eFC 
i>d 
i i d  
Let U k  be the subset of U including the states with k failed 
components, (11) can be written as: 
Taking into account that  X a  = X a , f  + 
have: 
Xa,,,k+. , we 
i<d 
= Rbt1(d). 0 
Using Proposition 1 i t  is possible to  show: 
Proposition 2 P[Yn = f] 5 P[YL E {uo ,  f } ] ,  n > 0 .  
Proof Y can enter f through U or directly from G. Taking 
into account that  f is absorbing and conditioning the entry 
of Y in f through U t o  the step in which Y leaves G and 
the entry s ta te  in  U ,  we have: 
n-I L 
m-1 d=l  a E U d  
P[Yn = f l y m  = U ]  
n 
m= 1 
n-1 L 
m=l d=l  a € U d  
n 
m=l 
Invoking Proposition 1 and using the relationships between 
Y and Y' we have: 
m=l d=l  a E U d  
n 
m=l  
n-1 L 
n 
i<d m=l d=l 
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P[YA = u,IY; = U d ]  
n 
+ P[Yh-l E G A YA = f] 
m=l  
= P[YA = U03 + Ply; = f] = P[Y; E {uo ,  f}]. 
Finally: 
Theorem 1 ur( t )  5 [ur(t)],b. 
Proof Since Y is the result of randomizing X ,  using (4), 
taking into account that  P[Yo = f] = P [ X ( 0 )  = f] = 0, we 
have: 
Invoking Proposition 2 and using (5)) taking into account 
that P[yd E {UO, f}] = P[X’(O) E {UO, f}] = 0, we have 
(3): 
4. Computation of failure distances 
In order to obtain the transition rates Xa,vd, a E G re- 
quired by the bounding method, i t  is necessary t o  compute 
the failure distances from the successors out of G of the 
states in the frontier of G. Use of (1) can be expensive 
if the number of minimal cuts is large. In this section we 
review the algorithms described in [SI which typically are 
much less expensive when the number of minimal cuts is 
large. 
We star t  by introducing the concept of after  m i n i m u l  cut. 
The after minimal cut associated to  a minimal cut m and 
a failure event e E E ,  m n e # 0 is m’ = m - e .  Let A M C ,  
be the set of after minimal cuts associated to failure event 
e ,  i.e., A M C ,  = {m’ I m’ = m - e , m  E M C , m  n e # O } .  
Then, the failure distance from any s ta te  reached from U 
through a failure transition with failure event e ,  ad(a, e ) ,  
can be obtained as: 
ad(a, e )  = min{d(a), min Im - F ( a ) l } .  (14) 
mcAMC, 
Thus, we can obtain a d ( a , e ) ,  e E E computing d(a )  by 
(1) and using (14). In this way the total number of mini- 
mal or after minimal cuts which are “touched” t o  compute 
od(a ,  e ) ,  e E E is lMCl + reEE IAMC,I, which is typically 
much smaller than the number of minimal cuts which would 
be touched (IEIIMCl) if the failure distances from all the 
successor states were computed using (1).  Further reduc- 
tion in the number of minimal cut “touches” and the associ- 
ated overhead can be obtained by examining only minimal 
cuts or after minimal cuts which may reduce a known up- 
per bound for, respectively, d(a )  or u d ( a , e ) ,  e E E. We 
Algorithm Compute-d(F(o), L ,  d ( a ) )  
d (a )  = L;  
for (increasing minimal cut cardinality c while 
c < d ( a )  + lF(a)l){ 
q = min{R, c - d(a )  + 1); 
for (each hag p of cardinality q included in  F ( a ) )  
if ( p  is a selector of some minimal cut of 
cardinality c) 
d(a )  = min{d(o), Im - F ( a ) l } ;  
for (each minimal cut m with Iml = c and p c m) 
1 
Figure 3. Algorithm to compute failure distances. 
assume that  minimal cuts are indexed by their cardinal- 
ity and selectors of up t o  a given cardinality R included in 
some minimal cut. The  parameter R allows to  control the 
degree of selection in the access to  minimal cuts. Larger 
values of R yield smaller number of minimal cut “touches” 
but more potential selectors have to be tested. We have 
found R = 2 to  be a good tradeoff in general. We assume 
the same indexing structure for the collection of after min- 
imal cuts. We describe next two algorithms: the first one 
computes d(a ) ;  the second one computes o d ( a , e ) ,  e E E ,  
assuming d(a )  known. 
The  algorithm to compute d(a )  initializes the upper 
bound for d(a), ub, t o  L = minmGMC Iml. Since at most 
IF(a)I components can he failed in any minimal cut we only 
need to  consider the minimal cuts m with cardinality Iml 
satisfying Iml - IF(.)[ < ub, i.e., Iml < ub + IF(.)[. The 
minimal cuts t o  be considered can be further restricted con- 
sidering that  Im-F(a)l  cannot be < ub unless m contains a 
selector p c F ( a )  and Iml- Ipl < ub,  i.e., Ipl 2 Iml- ub+ 1. 
Thus, for each possible minimal cut  cardinality c we can re- 
strict our attention to the minimal cuts of cardinality c con- 
taining selectors p c F ( o )  and Ipl = min{ R, c - ub+ 1) = q. 
Possible selectors p c F ( a )  can be obtained by generating 
all bags of cardinality q included in F ( a ) .  Then, if the 
selectors are kept in a hash table or a similarly efficient 
structure, i t  is possible t o  test whether each possible selec- 
tor p is in fact a selector and, with the appropriate da ta  
strnctures, visit all minimal cuts of cardinality c including 
p .  The discussion justifies the algorithm given in  Figure 3. 
Assuming d(a )  known, similar ideas can be used t o  re- 
duce the number of after minimal cuts which have t o  be 
examined to  obtain a d ( a , e ) ,  e E E. Ta reduce the over- 
head associated to the control of the algorithm only an up- 
per bound odub for all a d ( o , e ) ,  e E E is used. The after 
failure distances ad(z,  e )  arc initialized to  min{d(a), L e ) ,  
where Le = minmEAMC, Iml. The upper bound adub can 
be initialized to  the maximum of the initial after failure 
distances. d(a )  and L e ,  e E E are passed to  the algorithm. 
The  algorithm is given in Figure 4. 
These algorithms are used as follows. For each s ta te  a 
in the frontier of G, d ( o )  is computed using C o m p u t e d ( ) .  
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Algorithm Compute-a&ad(P(a), d(a ) ,  L e ,  ad(a, e ) )  
for (each e E E )  ad(a, e )  = min{d(a), L e } ;  
adub = maxeEE{ad(a, e)}; 
for (increasing after minimal cut  cardinality c while 
c < adub + IF(.)]){ 
q = min{R, c - adub + 1);  
for (each bag p of cardinality q included in F ( a ) )  
if ( p  is a selector of some after minimal cut  of 
cardinality c )  
for (each after minimal cut m with Iml = c and 
Let e be the failure event associated to  m; 
ad(a, e) = min{ad(a, e), Im - F ( a ) l } ;  
P c m){ 
1 
Figure 4. Algorithm to compute  af ter  failure dis- 
tances. 
Then, the failure distances ad(a ,e) ,  e E E are computed 
using Compute-all-ad(). Using these failure distances, i t  is 
easy t o  obtain the rates X,u, by simply adding the rates of 
the failure events e leading to  states with failure distance 
d. 
5. Analysis and comparison 
In this section we analyze the behavior of the proposed 
bounding method using a complex example with dependen- 
cies which prevent the use of combinatoric and hierarchical 
solution methods, and compare the quality of the bounds 
obtained with the proposed method with the bounds o b  
tained using the trivial method in  which the upper bound 
assumes that  the system fails when the model exits G. That  
bound can be expressed in terms of the transient regime of 
X’ as: 
[ur(t)]:b = P[X’ ( t )  E { u o ,  ’ .  . , UL, fll- 
The results have been obtained using a prototype imple- 
mentation of the method which has used the production 
rules based language available in  METFAC [3] as interface 
for model specification. The  transient regime of X’ has 
been solved using the randomization method [8] .  
The example is a system made up  of 38 components. 
The  architecture of the system is shown in Figure 5. The  
system includes a cluster of redundant master units MI ,  M2 
communicated with five clusters of redundant slave units 
Si.1, Si.2. Communication is done through two redundant 
busses t o  which the master and slave units are connected 
through dedicated interfaces. The  system is operational if 
some fault-free master unit can communicate directly (i.e., 
through a bus and an interface) with at least a fault-free 
slave unit of each slave cluster. The  active configuration of 
the system includes a master unit, all fault-free slave units 
which can communicate with the active master unit, and 
Figure 5.  Archi tecture  of t h e  example. 
the busses and interfaces among these units and the active 
master unit. In configuring the system priority is given to  
master unit M1  over master unit M2; M2 is activated only 
if M1  is faulty or i t  is impossible t o  build up  an operational 
configuration with M I  (for instance, because both interfaces 
associated t o  M1 are faulty). 
Active master units, slave units, interfaces and busses 
fail with rates A M ,  As, XI, and AB,  respectively. Passive 
components fail with rates SMMXM, &SAS, 6 I X r ,  and SBXB, 
respectively, being 6 ~ ,  6s  61, and 6~ dormancy coefficients 
< 1. T h e  fault of an active or passive interface is propa- 
gated to the bus to which the interface is connected with 
probability U. 
T h e  conceptual framework assumed by the bounding 
method allows to  model coverage failures by introducing 
urecovery” components which do not fail on their own and 
to  which non covered failures of other components are prop- 
agated. For the example, two “recovery” components were 
introduced and the structure function was defined so that  
both components had to  be unfailed for the  system to be 
operational. In this way, the failure distances from the op- 
erational states are not affected by the presence of the “re- 
covery” components and the performance of the bounding 
method (which increases with increasing failure distances) 
is not degradated. The  coverage model of the example in- 
cludes the parameters CM, coverage to  the failure of MI ,  
Cf, C s ,  CF, and C&, coverages to  the failures of, re- 
spectively, a slave unit, a bus, an interface whose failure is 
not propagated to  the bus, and an interface whose failure is 
propagated to  the bus, when the reconfiguration of the sys- 
tem does not involve the activation of M2, and Cg , C i ,  Cf , 
and CfB, homologous coverages when the reconfiguration 
involves the activation of M2. 
For the example, FC = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 }  and for the upper 
bounds f, we can take: 
fl = maX{XMCM,XM6M} + AM 
+ 10 max{XsCf, x~c,”, XSGS) 
+ 2 max{XB~:, x B c ~ ,  x B ~ B }  
+ 24(1 - v) max{XrCF, X I ~ , ” ,  X I ~ I } ,  
XM(I - cM) + Iomax(Xs(1-  c,”), X ~ ( I  - c , L ) )  
fi = 2 4 U  max{XIC&, XrCfB} , 
f 3  = 
+ 2 m a x { ~ B ( 1 -  c,”), XB(I - c;)} 
+24(1 - v)max(Xr(l  - CY),XI(I - C,”)}, 
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Table 1. Relative bands  €or several mission t imes 
obtained with t h e  proposed method ( top)  a n d  t h e  
trivial method (down). 
time 
I 2.063 230.7 x low4 1245 x 
6 months I 0.05846 1.197 x 1.400 x 
I 2.711 73.45 x 1 0 - ~  111.1 x 
1 year I 0.1408 4.930 x 1.084 x I 3.548 157.2 X 43.80 x 
2 years I 0.3545 0.02032 8.114 x 
8.987 1.740 0.2926 
The numerical results have been obtained for XM = 1.2 x 
1.2 x h-’, SM = 6s = SB = SI = 0.2, v = 0.1, 
CM = 0.95, C g  = C z  = CP = 0.99, C$ = Cb = 
C,“ = 0.95, C& = 0.97 and CfB = 0.93. The correspond- 
ing values of the bounds fi are fi = 1.096488 x h-’, 
f2  = 2.7936 x lo-’ h-l, f3 = 4.956 x h-l and f4 = 
2.016 x lo-’ h-l. As initial s ta te  we have assumed the 
s ta te  in which no component is failed. As subset of gener- 
ated states G we have taken the set including all operational 
states with up to K failed components, with K = 1 , 2 , 3 .  
The cardinality IGI of the generated s ta te  space was 39 for 
h’ = 1, 735 for A’ = 2, and 8,871 for h‘ = 3. The structure 
function of the system has 512 minimal cuts: 8 of cardi- 
nality 2, 48 of cardinality 3, 96 of cardinality 4 and 360 of 
cardinality 6.  For the computation of the failure distances 
we have used the algorithms described in Section 4,  result- 
ing in an overhead in  time due to  the computation of the 
failure distances of about 10 %. However, the part of that  
overhead which depends on the number of minimal cuts 
was only 0.3 % and, thus, we feel that  systems with of the 
order of tens of thousands of states could be dealt without 
significant overhead. 
Figure 6 shows the “liability bounds as a function 
of the time t for the three values of h‘ considered. I t  can 
be shown that  very tight bounds are obtained with a rea- 
sonable number of states (8,871 for K = 3) even for large 
times. The  tightness of the bounds increases for decreasing 
times. Table 1 shows, for several mission times, the rela- 
tive band obtained by the proposed method, ( [ U T ( t ) ] u b  - 
[ 2 1 T ( I ) ] r b ) / [ 2 1 T ( t ) ] l b ,  and the relative band obtained with the 
trivial method, ( [ 2 1 r ( t ) ] L b  - [ 2 1 ~ ( t ) ] r s ) / [ ~ ~ ( t ) ] ~ ~ .  The pro- 
h-’, XS = 6 x lO-’h-l , AB = 6 x 10-’h-’ , X I  = 
- K=3 
1 0 - 4 - 1 1 1  
0 2 4 6 8 10 
Figure 6. Unreliability bounds  obtained with t h e  
proposed method as a function of t h e  t ime in years 
for h’ = 1 , 2 , 3 .  
posed bounding method outperforms significantly the triv- 
ial method, specially for short and medium mission times. 
6. Conclusions and future work 
The bounding method which has been developed gives 
bounds significantly tighter than the bounds obtained by 
the trivial method. Obviously, the quality of the bounds 
increases with the size of G. It also decreases for increasing 
mission times. In the future we want to  investigate the pos- 
sibility of introducing in an efficient way more sophisticated 
heuristics for the selection of the  subset G of generated 
states such as it has been recently shown for steady-state 
availability bounding methods [6], [18]. The goal would 
be t o  select G so that  the required [GI to  achieve a given 
accuracy in the bounds were minimized. We are also inves- 
tigating the possibility of refining the method in the sense 
of using partitions of the non-generated s ta te  space U based 
on the parameters IC (number of failed components) and d 
(failure distance), as it has been done for the steady-state 
availability [4]. 
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